PRESS RELEASE

Harbinger Systems Wins Workato’s Public Voice for Content
Quality Award at the 2022 Automation League Partner Kick Off
Harbinger Systems wins a prestigious recognition from their HRTech integration and
automation partner, Workato. The company secured the Quality Content Award in the
2022 Public Voice contest at this year’s Workato Automation League Partner Kick Off.
Redmond, WA – March 4, 2022: Harbinger Systems, a global company providing software
technology services to independent software vendors and enterprises, won the Public Voice
for Content Quality Award at the 2022 Workato Automation League Partner Kick Off (PKO).
Workato, a leading enterprise automation platform, announced the winners of their fourth
annual Partner Awards on March 3, 2022.
The Content Quality Award that Harbinger Systems secured in Workato PKO’s 2022 Public
Voice competition highlights excellence in Workato-themed content creation from partners.
As part of their submission for the 2022 Public Voice competition, Workato Automation
League partners shared great stories about Workato, dreams about how they can change the
future together, and reasons why they are part of the Automation League.
Focused on Workato-based solutioning, Harbinger Systems’ submission included one
webpage, one video, one case study, and two solution briefs:
•
•
•
•
•

Webpage: Harbinger + Workato partnership
Video: How Workato and Harbinger deliver HRTech solutions
Case Study: Successful integration of high-volume hourly hiring platform
Solution Brief: Integration with ADP Vantage
Solution Brief: Integration with multiple organization systems/applications

“2021 was the best year in Workato’s history, and the global partner program has been a key
driver of the global enterprise automation movement,” said Markus Zirn, SVP of Business
Development and Strategy at Workato. “Partners play a key role in Workato’s vision to
transform organizations with enterprise automation. The success of our partner program is
an outstanding win for joint customers, and we are thrilled to honor the hard work of our
partners with these awards.”
Seema Chaudhary, Chief Alliance Officer at Harbinger Systems said, “It’s been a wonderful
journey being a Workato partner while contributing to their objective of transforming
enterprises with automation. Workato’s 2022 Partner Kick Off is one of their powerful
initiatives to help enterprises worldwide understand the value of automation and how they
can leverage it to achieve better results. Harbinger is thrilled to have won the prestigious

Quality Content Award from Workato, and we look forward to participating and winning
awards in other programs like the Public Voice contest.”
The Workato Partner Awards 2022 recognized partners continuing to demonstrate
outstanding commitment to customers. 25 partners across six regions were recognized by
Workato. The 2022 Workato Automation League PKO saw 340% registration growth over
2021. It included announcements of key program milestones like 61 new Automation League
partners, a 20% increase over the previous year.
About Workato
The leader in enterprise automation, Workato helps organizations work faster and smarter
without compromising security and governance. Built for Business and IT users, Workato is
trusted by over 11,000 of the world’s top brands like Broadcom, Intuit, Box, Autodesk, and
HubSpot. Headquartered in Mountain View, CA, Workato is backed by Altimeter Capital,
Battery Ventures, Insight Venture Partners, Tiger Global, and Redpoint Ventures. For more
information, visit www.workato.com.
About Harbinger Systems
Harbinger Systems is a global company providing software technology services for
independent software vendors and enterprises, with a specialization in product engineering.
We build software solutions leveraging digital technologies for various domains such as
EdTech, Learning Tech, HealthTech, HRTech, and WorkTech.
Since 1990, Harbinger Systems has developed a strong customer base worldwide. Our clients
are software product companies, including high-tech startups in Silicon Valley, leading
product companies in the US, and large in-house IT organizations.
Our patented technology and sound thought leadership have resulted in the creation of
revolutionary products, including the market-leading Raptivity® – an interactivity builder that
helps the user build e-learning interactions, Exaltive – a personalized interactive video
platform, Skimthru – an AI-powered video navigator using word clouds, SprinkleZone – a
nudge-learning platform, and Quillionz – an AI-powered automatic question generator.
For more information, visit https://harbinger-systems.com/.
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